Equipment Benefits

- Automatic Cut & Transfer
- Precision Military Winding
- Improved Production 1000 FPM
- Automatic Stretch Wrap
- Best Tension Control
- Lowest Maintenance
- No Belts, Gears or Pulleys
- Quiet, Fast, Smooth

Model ACT-26

The ACT System Offers

- Higher standard speeds reaching 1000 fpm.
- Best available package quality with servo driven indexing turret and material guide arm.
- Superior safety with a standard “S” guard isolating the operator from the “run” side and optional full guarding with failsafe interlocks.
- Precise speed and tension controls with use of dancer loop.
- Highly flexible and reliable application specific customization, operating on and offline wire and cable, medical tubing and plastic profile on applications.
- Innovative Flexible Material Spooling & Coiling Solutions
- Traversing Stretch Wrap Cartridge up to 21” Wide
- Articulate Guide Servo Axis
- Replaceable Entrance Product Guides
ACT-26
Automatic Cut & Transfer - Coiling & Spooling

Innovative Flexible Material Spooling & Coiling Solutions

Integrated Gripper Cutter

Traversing Stretch Wrap Cartridge up to 21” wide.

Articulate Guide Servo Axis

Replaceable Entrance Product Guides